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Rick Powell to Direct Institutional Research at UNF

Rick Powell, associate director of Computing Services at the University of North Florida (UNF), has accepted the position of Director of Institutional Research at UNF. Commenting on the promotion, UNF Computing Services Director Lance Taylor said in October, "The good news is that the University is retaining a valuable and talented individual. Of course the bad news is that Computing Services is losing an experienced leader."

Powell compiled a record of accomplishment as a member of Computing Services, Taylor said. Early in his career, Powell led the team that implemented the SAMAS accounting system. During his tenure as associate director, he provided leadership in the development of all of the University's critical applications systems; formalized the University's information security program; developed and implemented a plan to migrate a number of systems off of UNF's in-house campus mainframe; fostered the implementation of relational database technology; and developed and implemented the University's Information Database, Taylor said.

We at NERDC congratulate Rick Powell and wish him great success as director of institutional research at UNF.
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